A dose-ratio comparison of mu and kappa agonists in formalin and thermal pain.
The effects of putative mu and kappa agonists, with and without naloxone, were compared in the formalin and tail flick tests in rats. The mu agonist sufentanil was more potent in the tail flick test than the formalin test while the opposite was true for the kappa agonist ethylketocyclazocine (EKC). MR2034 was equipotent in the two tests and in the tail flick test, analgesia decreased at high doses. The naloxone (0.1 mg/kg) dose-ratios (DR) for sufentanil and EKC were 3 to 7 times larger for the tail flick test than the formalin test. From this and other DR studies it is argued that in thermal pain tests, opioid analgesia is mediated primarily by mu receptors while in non thermal tests kappa effects predominate.